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The ability to distinguish danger from safety is crucial for survival. On the other hand, anxiety disorders can result from failures to dissociate safe
cues from those that predict dangerous outcomes. The amygdala plays a major role in learning and signaling danger, and recently, evidence
accumulates that it also acquires information to signal safety. Traditionally, safety is explored by paradigms that change the value of a previously
dangerous cue, such as extinction or reversal; or by paradigms showing that a safe cue can inhibit responses to another danger-predicting cue, as
in conditioned-inhibition. In real-life scenarios, many cues are never paired or tested with danger and remain neutral all along. A detailed study
of neural responses to unpaired conditioned-stimulus (CS�) can therefore indicate whether information on safety-by-comparison is also
acquired in the amygdala. We designed a multiple-CS study, with CS� from both visual and auditory modalities. Using discriminative aversive-
conditioning, we find that responses in the primate amygdala develop for CS� of the same modality and of a different modality from that of the
aversive CS�. Moreover, we find that responses are comparable in proportion, sign (increase/decrease), onset, and magnitude. These results
indicate that the primate amygdala actively acquires signals about safety, and strengthen the hypothesis that failure in amygdala processing can
result in failure to distinguish dangerous cues from safe ones and lead to maladaptive behaviors.

Introduction
Dissociating cues that predict danger from those that do not is
necessary for normal behavior and survival. The amygdala was
shown to have a crucial role in acquisition and maintenance of
negative memories and emotions (Büchel and Dolan, 2000; Le-
Doux, 2000; Maren and Quirk, 2004; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006;
Murray, 2007; Pape and Pare, 2010; Salzman and Fusi, 2010; Paz
and Pare, 2013). On the other hand, failure to dissociate safe cues
from dangerous ones produces inappropriate responses and
might lead to anxiety and post-trauma disorders (PTSDs; van der
Kolk, 1997; Kheirbek et al., 2012; Lissek, 2012; Pitman et al.,
2012). Accordingly, aversive-conditioning results in less discrimina-
tion and wider generalization (Schechtman et al., 2010; Dunsmoor
et al., 2011; Resnik et al., 2011; Laufer and Paz, 2012; Dunsmoor and
LaBar, 2013), and PTSD and anxiety patients exhibit overgeneral-
ized emotional responses to similar yet safe stimuli (Rauch et al.,
2006; Lissek et al., 2010; Jovanovic et al., 2010, 2012; Levy-Gigi et al.,
2012). Therefore, understanding how safety and danger are encoded
in the amygdala is of primary importance.

The study of safety can rely on paradigms that change the
acquired aversive-value of a cue, such as extinction or reversal
(Schiller and Delgado, 2010; Milad and Quirk, 2012), showing
that cortical-amygdala circuits underlie this learning (Phelps et
al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2008; Livneh and Paz, 2012b; Milad and
Quirk, 2012). Importantly, it was shown that the amygdala is
actively involved in extinction (Herry et al., 2008, 2010; Amano et
al., 2010; Pare and Duvarci, 2012), and that responses of

extinction-specific single neurons emerge during the learning
(Herry et al., 2008; Livneh and Paz, 2012a). In another class of
paradigms, safety is learned for a different stimulus, and this cue
acts as a conditioned inhibitor for fear behavior (Christianson et
al., 2012). In a recent study, Sangha et al. (2013) used a novel
variation of the summation paradigm to show that amygdala
neurons acquire such safety responses and there was some over-
lap between these neurons and those that displayed reward-
related signals, as previously found in the amygdala (Salzman et
al., 2007; Shabel and Janak, 2009). This demonstrates that safety
signals in the amygdala are required for correct distinction (Ro-
gan et al., 2005; Ostroff et al., 2010; Kazama et al., 2012).

In the current study, we asked whether responses to a neutral
cue, a unpaired conditioned-stimulus (CS�) that was never
paired with a reinforcer, develop as safety-by-comparison to the
CS�, and develop even before this cue is tested as a safety cue; i.e.,
presented with an aversive reinforcer or cue. Although several
studies quantified responses to the CS� (Collins and Paré, 2000),
it was used mainly as control comparison to CS�. Here we pro-
vide a complete investigation across modalities (visual and audi-
tory) and properties of the response (magnitude, direction,
extent). Our results show that active responses to the safe cue
develop in parallel and similar strength to those of the CS�,
suggesting that the distinction between safety and danger is ac-
tively maintained in primate amygdala (BLA) circuits.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Two male Macaca fascicularis (4 –7 kg) were implanted with a
recording chamber (27 � 27 mm) above the right amygdala, under deep
anesthesia and aseptic conditions. All surgical and experimental proce-
dures were approved and conducted in accordance with the regulations
of the Weizmann Institute Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC),
following NIH regulations and with AAALAC accreditation. Food, wa-
ter, and enrichments (e.g., fruits and play instruments) were available ad
libitum during the whole period, except before medical procedures.

Behavioral paradigm. During each experimental day the monkeys en-
gaged in a 500 ms trace-classical-conditioning task with a random inter
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trial interval (ITI) of 25 s on average (Fig. 1). The conditioned stimulus
(CS�) with a duration of 2 s was either a new pure tone or a new fractal
cue (Chaos Pro 4.0 program; www.chaospro.de), and was paired with an
unconditioned aversive stimulus (US) of an air puff (150 ms duration;
3–5 bars; located proximally 5 cm from the left eye). Two other stimuli
were presented without the aversive air puff outcome (CS�): one was a
different pure tone and the other was a different fractal cue. Hence, in
each day, there was an auditory or a visual CS�, and one CS� of the same
sensory modality and one CS� of the other modality. Each new day
started with a habituation phase where the three CSs were presented
randomly (six trials each); followed by the acquisition phase described
above (15 trials of each CS, pseudorandomly interleaved).

To verify that the CS� represents a safety signal after conditioning the
CS�, an additional phase was added at the end in some sessions. In
this phase (termed here “reversal” for clarity), the CS� was rein-
forced in a similar way to the CS� during the previous conditioning
phase. We then tested for rate of learning (“retardness”) and magni-
tude of responses at the end of this phase as evidence for safety (sim-
ilar to conditioned- or latent-inhibition).

There were 100 experimental days overall in the two monkeys. Out of
them, the CS� was auditory in 53 d, and visual in 47 d. Auditory learning
and visual learning days were randomly intermingled.

MRI-based electrode positioning. Anatomical MRI scans were acquired be-
fore, during, and after the recording period. Images were acquired on a
3-tesla MRI scanner: (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens) with a CP knee coil
(Siemens). T1 weighted and 3D gradient-echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence
was acquired with TR of 2500 ms, TI of 1100 ms, TE of 3.36 ms, 8° flip angle,
and two averages. Images were acquired in the sagittal plane, 192 � 192
matrix and 0.83 or 0.63 mm resolution. A first scan was performed before
surgery and used to align and refine anatomical maps for each individual
animal (relative location of the amygdala and anatomical markers, such as
the interaural line and the anterior commissure; confirmed using Martin
and Bowden [2000] and Saleem and Logothetis [2007]). We used this scan to
guide the positioning of the chamber on the skull at the surgery. After surgery
we performed another scan with two electrodes directed toward the
amygdala (Fig. 2), and 2–3 observers separately inspected the images and

calculated the amygdala anterior–posterior and lateral–medial borders rela-
tive to the electrodes. The depth of the amygdala was calculated from the
dura surface.

Recordings. The monkeys were seated in a dark room and each day, 2– 4
microelectrodes (0.6 –1.2 M� glass/narylene-coated tungsten, Alpha
Omega or We-sense) were lowered inside a metal guide (gauge 25xxtw,
OD:0.51 mm, ID:0.41 mm; Cadence) into the brain using a head-tower
and electrode-positioning-system (Alpha-Omega). The guide was low-
ered to penetrate and cross the dura and stopped once in the cortex. The
electrodes were then moved independently further into the amygdala
(we performed 4 –7 mapping sessions in each animal by moving
slowly and identifying electrophysiological markers of firing proper-
ties tracking the known anatomical pathway into the amygdala). Elec-
trode signals were preamplified, 0.3– 6 KHz bandpass filtered and
sampled at 25 Khz, and on-line spike sorting was performed using a
template-based algorithm (Alpha Lab Pro, Alpha Omega). We al-
lowed 30 min for the tissue and signal to stabilize before starting
acquisition and behavioral protocol. At the end of the recording pe-
riod, off-line spike sorting was further performed for all sessions to
improve unit isolation (offline sorter, Plexon).

Behavior. A computerized digital video camera for night conditions
(Provision-Isr) recorded the monkey’s left eye at 50 Hz. Video analysis
was performed on custom-made software implemented on Matlab to
identify transitions from open to closed-state (an “eye-blink”). We vali-
dated the algorithm by random samples from several recording days and
found it to be consistent with the judgments of a human observer for
�95% of the reported eye-blinks. Quantifying behavior by the number
of milliseconds in which the eye was closed did not change the main
results. Number of eye-blinks was then normalized to baseline blink-rate
in the period preceding CS presentation (�4 to �1 s).

Behavioral d� discrimination index was defined as:

d� �
blinks �CS � 	 � blinks �CS � 	

�std �blinks �CS � 		 � std �blinks �CS � 		

2

,

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and recording site. A, Each session (day) included two phases: habituation, where stimuli were presented without any outcome (six trials per stimulus,
pseudorandom); and Acquisition, where one stimulus (the CS�) was paired with an airpuff to the eye (CS�) and the two other stimuli (CS�) were unpaired (15 trials per stimulus). The CS� was
either an auditory pure tone (left columns) or a visual fractal (right columns), and one CS� was of the same modality (CS-SM) and the other of the other modality (CS-OM). Stimuli were presented
for 2 s, followed by 0.5 s interval, and then reinforced (in CS� trials), with 20 – 40 s ITI. In some sessions, a third phase was added (data not shown in the figure) in which the CS� became a CS�
to test that it acquired safety value. B, Anatomical MRI figures of the three planes (coronal, sagittal, horizontal) with an example electrode in the right amygdala (yellow). Recordings were verified
and performed in the BLA with homogenous spread for lateral and basal nuclei (see text and Fig. 7).
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where blinks (CS) is the number of blinks dur-
ing CS presentation and the first 400 ms of the
trace-interval, taken from the last seven trials
of the acquisition.

Statistical analysis. All results concerning
behavior were analyzed using a repeated-
measures ANOVA with eye-blink number as
dependent variable. Significant interactions
were followed by post hoc least significant dif-
ference comparisons, and for all comparisons,
significance was assumed at p 
 0.05. Days
were defined as sessions with discriminative
learning if the t test between CS� and CS�
reached significance.

For neural analysis, firing rates were calcu-
lated during CS presentation (2 s), and pre-CS
(�4:�1 s before the CS), and normalized by
the same periods averaged over the last three
trials of the habituation phase. Only cells with
overall average firing rate of �1 Hz were in-
cluded in the analysis. To classify whether a
neuron is CS� responsive, a Wilcoxon test
compared pre-CS and post-CS from acquisi-
tion trials. Notice that the initial normaliza-
tion to the end of habituation means that
pure stimulus-evoked responses were not con-
sidered significant by themselves, and only
changes due to learning were classified as such.
Distribution statistics and proportions were ana-
lyzed using �2 test or Kolmogorov–Smirnov
tests. Onsets were calculated using a custom-
made implementation of the CUSUM approach,
with two sigmas as confidence threshold.

Results
We tested amygdala neural activity during
eye-blink trace-conditioning to a visual or
an auditory CS. In each day the animals
were first habituated to three new CSs;
two of the same sensory modality and one
of the other modality (six trials for each
CS). During conditioning, one CS (CS�)
was paired with an air puff in a 500 ms
trace-conditioning paradigm, and the two
other CSs used as CS� (Fig. 1A). Overall,
there were 100 sessions, 24/23 visual in
monkeys A/B and 29/24 auditory. Eye-
blink aversive trace-conditioning was pre-
viously found to robustly recruit primate
amygdala activity (Paton et al., 2006; Be-
lova et al., 2007). We recorded single-unit
activity (235 neurons, 125/110 in mon-
keys A/B) in verified recording locations
in the BLA, confirmed by multiple MRI
sessions (Fig. 1B).

Differential learning occurs for both
modalities but with some within-
modality generalization
We quantified learning by the number of
eye-blinks normalized to baseline blink-
rate in the period preceding CS presenta-
tion (�4 to �1 s). The probability for an
eye blink increased during CS� presentation with learning,
reaching a maximum right after the CS ended but before the
aversive US (the trace-interval), hence a preparatory response

(Fig. 2A, right insets; for both visual and auditory CS). We then
validated differential learning by calculating differences be-
tween blinks for the CS� versus the CS� at the end of learning
(last seven trials), and calculated behavioral d� scores for each

Figure 2. Learned behavior during discriminative aversive-conditioning. A, The CR revealed by the probability for closed-eye during
CS� trials at the end of learning (averaged over all sessions), starting 50 ms before stimulus onset, during the 2 s presentation, and in the
0.5 s between CS offset and airpuff delivery (red arrow at 2.5). A gradual increase can be observed during CS presentation and a marked
additional increase during the interval preceding the airpuff; a preparatory response. Right, Top insets show the same data but separately
for sessions of visual and auditory CS�. Right, bottom inset shows the response to the CS�and during habituation, showing natural blink
response at CS termination. B, Distribution of behavioral d� from all sessions, calculated between the CS� and CS� over the last seven
trials of each session. The right inset shows the same data as difference in actual number of eye-blinks. Both distributions were significantly
different from normal ( p 
 0.01, K–S test), and a more rigorous per-session test revealed significant differential learning in 21/47 visual
days and 25/53 auditory days (t tests per day over the last 7 trials, p
0.05). C, Mean number of CR (blinks�SEM) for the three types of CS
(CS�, red; CS-SM, green; CS-OM, blue), at the end of habituation end (H; last five trials), Early acquisition (A1, first seven trials), and Late
acquisition (A2, last seven trials). CRs are normalized to pre-CS period (�4 to�1 s) and to habituation, hence it represents the additional
learned CR. Main figure includes all days that passed per-day differential learning test (B). Left, Inset includes all days; and two right insets
separately per modality of CS�. Please see Results, Differential learning occurs for both modalities but with some within-modality gener-
alization, for statistics: learning was robust for all conditions, with both across and within modality differential learning, and with some
within-modality generalization when compared with habituation.
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day/session, which were significantly shifted from normal
(Fig. 2B; p 
 0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests; right histo-
gram shows the actual difference in average blinks per session,
p 
 0.01).

To quantify learning further and in detail, we normalized the
blinks in the first seven trials (A1) and in the last seven trials (A2)
of the acquisition to the habituation (H), and performed a com-
plete three-way ANOVA on all experimental factors (Fig. 2C).
Overall, there was a significant effect for phase (early/late acqui-
sition, F(2,411) � 59.57, p 
 0.01), CS� modality (visual/auditory,
F(1,412) � 36.45, p 
 0.01), and CS category (CS� of the same
modality or other modality, F(2,411) � 23.28, p 
 0.01). There was
also a significant interaction between CS� modality and CS cat-
egory (F(2,408) � 53.51, p 
 0.01), between CS� modality and
phase (F(2,408) � 3.85, p 
 0.05) and between CS category and
phase (F(4,405) � 8.1, p 
 0.01).

Importantly, post hoc least significant difference comparisons
(PLSD) revealed a significant higher response for CS� compared
with both CS� (p 
 0.05; Fig. 2C), indicating that learning
occurred robustly for the CS�. However, we observed within-
modality generalization, as response for CS� and CS� of the
same modality were both significantly higher compared with ha-
bituation (p 
 0.05); but response for the CS� of the other
modality was not (p � 0.05; Fig. 2C). In other words, whereas the
CS� was differentiated from both CS�, only the CS� of the
other modality returned to habituation levels, whereas that of the
same modality still evoked preparatory conditioned responses
(CRs).

Proportion and sign of neural
responses homogenously distribute
across CS types
Of 235 recorded neurons (125/110 from
monkeys A/B, respectively), 137 acquired
responses to one or more of the CSs. All
reported responses from here on refer to
learned responses, i.e., responses that
were acquired during learning; because
tests were performed after normalization
to habituation and by comparing pre-CS
baseline to CS-elicited response (p 

0.05, Wilcoxon; see Materials and Meth-
ods). Overall, 66 neurons acquired re-
sponses to the CS�, 75 neurons acquired
responses to CS� of the same modality,
and 53 to CS� of the other modality. Per-
haps surprisingly, these proportions were
homogenously distributed across the
three different CS categories (Fig. 3A; p �
0.05, � 2).

We further divided responses to in-
creasing and decreasing firing rates (FRs;
Fig. 4A), compared with baseline and ha-
bituation. Of the 107 neurons that in-
creased their FR, 39 did so for the CS�, 38
to the CS� of the same modality, and 30
to the CS� of the other modality (Fig. 3B,
left). Of the 87 neurons that decreased FR,
27 and 37 did so for the CS� and CS� of
the same modality respectively, and 23 for
the CS� of the other modality (Fig. 3B,
right). As can be seen, here again, re-
sponses were homogenously distributed
across the 3 CSs (p � 0.05 for both in-

creased and decreased FR, � 2). Moreover, learned responses to
the different CSs were homogenously distributed between in-
creasing and decreasing FRs (Fig. 3C; p � 0.05 for all, � 2).

To make an even finer analysis, we tested the distribution of
specific responses: neurons that acquired responses to only one CS;
or to both CS�but not CS� (Figs. 3D, 4B). Neurons that respond to
the CS� alone comprised 23% of all responsive neurons; 25% re-
sponded only to CS� of the same modality, and 18% to CS� of the
other modality. These exclusive responses were again homogenously
distributed (p � 0.05, �2). Nine percent (9%) of the neurons re-
sponded to both CS� but not to the CS�, and the rest (26%) re-
sponded to all CSs or to CS� and one of the CS� (Fig. 3D).

Finally, we tested whether neurons that acquired responses to
both the CS� and a CS� (44 neurons), did so in similar direc-
tions, i.e., increase/decrease FR. We found that most neurons
(70.5%) acquired responses to CS� and CS� in the same direc-
tion: 43% increased FRs for both and 27% decreased for both
CS� and CS�. Responses in opposite directions for CS� and
CS� were observed in 29.5% of the cases; 18% increased FRs for
the CS� and decreased for the CS�, and 11% vice versa (Fig. 3E).

To conclude, it seems that single-cells in the primate amygdala
acquire responses in similar proportions to CS� and CS� during
discriminative learning; and moreover, they do so in similar pro-
portions of increases and decreases of their FR.

Characteristics of neural responses to the different CSs
We tested response characteristics, to further identify differences
in acquired responses for the different CS categories.

Figure 3. Distribution of acquired responses to the different CS types. A responsive neuron is tested for its firing rate following
CS-onset but before the US-onset, compared with pre-CS activity, but importantly, after normalization to CS-evoked responses
during habituation (see Materials and Methods). Hence, a responsive neuron is one that changed its activity following condition-
ing. A, Numbers of neurons per each CS (circle sizes are proportional): response to CS� (red), CS� SM (green), CS� OM (blue). No
significant difference was found (see Results, Proportion and sign of neural responses homogenously distribute across CS types). B,
Same as in A but separately for neurons that increased (left) or decreased (right) their FR following CS onset. C, Dividing increases
and decreases in FR for the neurons that acquired responses to each CS type. D, Distributions of exclusive acquired responses to each
CS type. E, Directionality of responses divided by CS type: neurons that increase their FR to both CS� and CS, decrease to both, or
in opposite directions. The take-home-message from these detailed careful categorizations is that there were little (nonsignifi-
cant) differences in proportions of acquired responses, and BLA neurons acquired increases and decreases in their FR to both CS�
and CS�. Hence, homogenous encoding is observed in the amygdala.
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We first compared the magnitude of FR acquired response.
There was no significant difference in the mean FR between neu-
rons that responded to different CSs, for both decreases and in-
creases (Fig. 5A,B; p � 0.05, ANOVA). This was true both for
CS-evoked responses at the end of learning that were not nor-
malized and baseline subtracted (data not shown; p � 0.05,
ANOVA), and for normalized acquired responses (Fig. 5B; p �
0.05, ANOVA). Similar results were found when analyzing sepa-
rately visual learning days and auditory learning days (data pre-
sented per modality; Fig. 5).

We then compared onsets of neural activity to the different
CSs at habituation and at the end of acquisition, for both modal-
ities of CS�. A three-way ANOVA found a significant effect of
learning phase (Fig. 6B; F(1,689) � 5.851, p � 0.02), no effect for
CS� modality (Fig. 6A; F(1,689) � 0.06, p � 0.8), and no effect of
CS� category (F(2,688) � 2.619, p � 0.07; Fig. 6C). There were no
interactions (F(2,685) � 0.28, p � 0.7; F(2,685) � 1.02, p � 0.4;
F(1,687) � 0.01, p � 0.9). We calculated the difference between

onsets at the end of learning to those during habituation for the
different CSs, and plotted distributions of all responsive neurons
(Fig. 6D; F(2,148) � 2.054, p � 0.1). Even a more sensitive model-
free test (two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov) found no differ-
ence between the distributions of onsets for the three CS types
(Fig. 6E; p � 0.05, CS� vs CS� of the same modality, p � 0.2;
CS� vs CS� of the other modality, p � 0.3; CS� of the same
modality vs CS� of the other modality, p � 0.3).

Finally, we tested whether there is a difference in the anatom-
ical position within the BLA of responsive neurons to the differ-
ent CSs. To do this, we reconstructed all recording locations and
divided responsive cells along the three possible dimensions: ven-
tral– dorsal, medial–lateral, and anterior–posterior. Neurons that
acquired responses to all three CS types (CS�, CS� of the same
modality and CS� of the other modality) were homogenously
distributed anatomically throughout the BLA (Fig. 7; � 2 tests,
p � 0.05 for all).

Reduced safety representation underlies generalized behavior
We defined sessions with discriminative learning if the t test be-
tween CS� and CS� reached significance at the end of learning
(last seven trials, t test comparing eye-blinks, p 
 0.05). We found
that during discriminating days (n � 46), there were similar
numbers of neurons responding to the CS� and to the CS� (n �
20 and n � 22, p � 0.1, � 2), suggesting that indeed safety-coding
in the BLA is required for successful discrimination. In contrast,
during sessions in which discrimination was not significant, there
were more neurons responding to the CS� than to the CS� (n �
27, n � 15, p 
 0.05, � 2). In addition, comparing FRs showed that
these were increased during nondiscriminating days (5.6 � 1.0
for CS� and 4.8 � 1.0 for CS�) versus discriminating days
(3.0 � 0.6 for CS� and 3.2 � 0.6 for CS�), but there were no
differences between the CS� and the CS� within the discrimi-
nating or the nondiscriminating days (two-way ANOVA revealed
only a main effect of discriminating versus nondiscriminating
sessions, no main effect of CS type, and no interaction effect).
These results could further suggest that CS� responding neurons
encode safety, and in days where less neurons responded to the
CS� and FR was overall elevated, behavior showed generalized
anxiety to both CS.

Discriminative conditioning induce safety learning
We verified that the CS� acquired a safety value when the CS�
was conditioned (“safety-by-comparison”). To test this, we per-
formed sessions where at the end of the conditioning phase, an
additional phase occurred in which the CS� was reinforced
(termed here reversal for clarity). The CS� (now CS�) was con-
ditioned for a similar number of trials (15) as in the previous
acquisition session. We then tested for rate of learning (retard-
ness) and magnitude of responses at the end of the session,
similar to probing conditioned-inhibition (Rescorla, 1969;
Christianson et al., 2012) or latent-inhibition (Lubow and
Moore, 1959). We found that learning was slower for the CS�,
when compared with the CS� from the previous acquisition
phase, and responses were reduced at its end (Fig. 8A; two-way
ANOVA with significant effect for both acquisition/reversal and
early/late, and significant interaction, all p 
 0.01; PLSD showed
significant difference in both early and late phases when compar-
ing acquisition to reversal, p 
 0.05). This suggests that the
CS� induced safety learning, when combined in a discriminative
aversive learning paradigm. Moreover, analyzing neurons that
were recorded in these sessions showed that of 57 neurons that
responded to the CS� at the end of acquisition, 72% (41, p 


Figure 4. Neuronal responses. A, Raster plots overlaid with PSTHs for four neurons, with
tonic increase in FR (top left), phasic increase (bottom left), or decrease (right) their FR following
CS presentation (dashed line indicates CS onset). B, Twelve different examples of individual
neurons and their acquired response (spikes/s, mean � SEM), comparing habituation (H) to
last seven trials of acquisition (A). Firing rate was normalized to pre-CS baseline (�4 to �1 s)
and to habituation, hence this is learned-acquired response. There is large heterogeneity in
responses for CS types. The proportions are explained and summarized in Fig. 3.
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0.01, � 2) decreased their response (26 stopped responding to the
CS completely, and 15 decreased their FR) when the CS� turned
into a CS� during the reversal (Fig. 8B). This further suggests
that CS� exclusive neurons indeed signal safety during
acquisition.

Discussion
This study was designed to explore in detail acquired and learned
neural responses in the amygdala to an unpaired stimulus; i.e., a
safe cue, one that signals the absence of any outcome. We recorded
235 neurons in the BLA of two behaving nonhuman primates

during complex discriminative aversive-
conditioning, that includes two modalities
as the CS� (auditory or visual, in different
sessions), and with two different CS�, one
of the same modality as of the CS� and one
of the other modality. We then performed a
rigorous detailed analysis of acquired re-
sponses and their characteristics, so that
we can directly compare, in detail and
large-scale statistics, the changes for the
aversive conditioned stimulus versus those
for the two safe ones. We found that the pri-
mate BLA robustly codes and acquires re-
sponses to the safety predicting stimuli as
well. Perhaps surprisingly, we found similar
extents of changes in the neural properties,
such as proportions of responsive neurons,
magnitude of responses, increases and de-
creases, onsets, and anatomical position.
These results have direct implications to the
delicate balance between negative (e.g., fear)
and safety responses driven by amygdala cir-
cuitry. Below, we discuss several aspects of
these findings.

A recent study demonstrated safety en-
coding in the rat amygdala (Sangha et al.,
2013). By using an elegant adaptation of
the summation test, they showed that
neurons in the basal amygdala respond to
safety cues (a CS� presented in combina-
tion with a CS�), and moreover, they
found that some of these neurons also re-
spond to reward cues, whereas others do
not (suggesting further that avoiding neg-
ative valence is rewarding; Kim et al.,
2006). Our study confirms this robust en-
coding of safety signals in the amygdala,
and adds to it in several aspects: first, we
found this in the primate BLA, extending
the translational value and implications to
anxiety-disorders (further discussed lat-
er); second, we recorded during acquisi-
tion, and performed all analyses on this
phase. This approach provides strong
confirmation that safety encoding devel-
ops independently of the behavioral test
for safety. In the summation test, for ex-
ample, the CS� and CS� are presented in
parallel, and therefore the neural findings
could be affected by the fact that the ani-
mal was exposed to potential association
between the two (which could result in an
aversive value assigned to the CS�, or re-

ducing the aversiveness of the CS�, as indeed is the purpose of
this test). Although we do not think this is a confound for the
interpretation of safety encoding as in Sangha et al. (2013), our
study extends and confirms that robust encoding develops to the
CS� even before the animal experienced explicit safety testing.

Third, we expanded here on the range of characteristics of
neural activity analyzed, and showed that not only there is robust
coding to a safety cue, but it is also extensive and comparable in
magnitude, onsets, and directionality. This could seem at first to
be in some discrepancy with a previous study that reported in-

Figure 5. Magnitudes of responses. A, Acquired responses, averaged over all neurons (mean � SEM, after normalization) for
the different CS types (rows), separately for increasing and decreasing neurons (left and right columns), and for visual or auditory
sessions (green and red). See Results, Characteristics of neural responses to the different CSs, for statistics. B, FR from all responsive
neurons, separately for increasing and decreasing FR (left and right plots) and the three CS types (different colors and columns
within each plot). There were no significant differences in the magnitude of the population response to the different CS types.

Figure 6. Onset of responses. A, Distribution of onsets for neural responses from all responsive neurons, separately for auditory
and visual sessions. Mean � SEM shown to the right. B, Onsets mean � SEM during habituation (H) and late acquisition (A2).
Insets in the right show the same separately for auditory and visual sessions. C, Onsets mean � SEM for the different CS types
(averaged over H and A2). D, The difference between onsets of responding neurons at acquisition and habituation for the different
CS types. Shown in black is mean � SEM. E, Distribution of onset differences (same data as in D). Whereas onsets were delayed
after learning (C), potentially reflecting the learned delay (trace interval and/or CS duration), there were little differences between
CS types and modalities (see Results, Characteristics of neural responses to the different CSs, for statistics).
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creases to the CS� versus decreases to the CS� (Collins and Paré,
2000). Although differences could be attributed to experimental
paradigm, e.g., their use of the more intensive electrical shock or
to species differences and the wealth of cortical and sensory in-
puts to the BLA of primates versus cats; we believe a simpler more
plausible explanation is the focus of analysis. Whereas they fo-
cused on the subpopulation that responded to the CS� and
tested how it responds on pooled average to the CS�, we per-
formed complete analysis of all neurons, separating them into
specific groups and identifying all subpopulations that respond
to different cue combinations, and then examined their proper-
ties (directionality, onset, magnitude). The finding of separate
subpopulations that respond to negative (aversive) or positive
(safety) predicting cue is in-line with several recent studies, as
detailed below.

We used a “retardation” test to show that safety was formed
for the CS�. This is a classical finding (Rescorla, 1969), but one
with meaning: many (basically all) surrounding stimuli are un-
paired with the reinforcer, and hence the animal could have
learned many things. The fact that we observed robust and wide-
spread responses that develop to the two CS�, means that safety
was learned by comparison, and some understanding occurred
that these other two stimuli are more than “merely” neutral, but
are real safety. One possible mechanism is that of active inhibi-
tion, as assumed for explicit safety (Christianson et al., 2012).
Evidence pointing in this direction comes from the behavioral
responses in our paradigm, that first occurred (increased) for all
stimuli, and complete differentiation formed gradually during
acquisition. The circuitry that controls these differences, i.e.,
what stimuli continue to be treated as neutral, and which actively
becomes safety, is still unclear. A natural explanation is that of
similarity, if a stimulus is “close” enough, the animal must learn
to actively distinguish it. Such similarity can be caused by contextual
cues, as in different/similar environments, structural similarities,

e.g., the stimulus is presented in the same form of trials (i.e., CS�); or
it can be perceptual similarities, as with the two CS� of the same
modality here. Much evidence implicates the hippocampus and pre-
frontal regions in contextual generalization (Eichenbaum, 2000;
Maren and Quirk, 2004; Wiltgen and Silva, 2007; Wimmer and Sho-
hamy, 2012; Xu and Südhof, 2013), and the amygdala with general-
ization of aversive learning (Armony et al., 1997; Laxmi et al., 2003;
Shaban et al., 2006; Antunes and Moita, 2010; Laufer and Paz, 2012).
Because we found responses to all cues, both CR-evoking and non-
evoking, these findings suggest that amygdala dysfunction can ex-
plain differences in generalization to simple stimuli. It remains to be
explored what conditions alter the balance in this emotional triad of
hippocampus–amygdala–PFC, to generate generalization in differ-
ent circumstances.

Here, we observed some within-modality generalization: al-
though behavior was differentiated for the CS� and CS� of the
same modality at the end of learning, the CS� of the other mo-
dality usually returned to baseline (habituation) levels, whereas
the CS� of the same modality still evoked responses. On one
hand, this allowed us an internal control, because we could verify
that neural responses develop not only to one CS� that is differ-
entiated from the CS� but still evokes some CR (as in most
studies), but also to a CS� that becomes completely safe. This
therefore further strengthens the result that although no CR is
elicited, the amygdala still signals and encodes this cue. On the
other hand, the generalized responses to the CS� of the same
modality is in-line with recent studies that show that generaliza-
tion of aversive learning can occur at perceptual levels (Resnik et
al., 2011; Laufer and Paz, 2012; Dunsmoor and LaBar, 2013), and
point to the amygdala as a source, probably within a circuit with
prefrontal and even sensory cortices involved.

The fact that safety signals reside in the amygdala, and that we
found a large subpopulation of neurons responding to CS� ex-
clusively, is in-line with the idea that safety can be represented in

Figure 7. Recording sites and anatomical distribution of responding neurons. Schemes of anatomical sections of the macaque brain (sagittal, coronal and horizontal), with recording sites
reconstructed based on multiple MRI with calibrating electrodes. Distribution of responsive neurons to the different CS types is shown at each section (CS�, red; CS� same modality, green; CS�
other modality, blue). Bar graphs show percentage of responsive neurons in each half section.
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overlap to positive signals. This was demonstrated explicitly in
(Sangha et al., 2013) study, confirming previous suggestions (Ro-
gan et al., 2005; Shabel and Janak, 2009). The large population of
cells responding to the two CS� in our study, if interpreted as a
positive thing for the animal (safety), is also in-line with previous
studies showing widespread (in size and anatomical location)
responses to cues predicting reward on top of the classical role of
the amygdala(Baxter and Murray, 2002), and in-line with the fact
that positive and negative signals are represented in subpopulations
within the amygdala (Paton et al., 2006; Belova et al., 2007). Further,
extinction, a form of safety (Schiller and Delgado, 2010; Milad and
Quirk, 2012), is represented in distinct but widespread subpopula-
tions of amygdala neurons (Herry et al., 2008; Livneh and Paz,
2012a). The overlap of different forms of safety and reward circuitry
remains to be thoroughly examined (Schiller et al., 2008; Schiller and
Delgado, 2010; Tye et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Christianson et al.,
2012).

In sum, we conclude that the primate amygdala signals not only
cues that predict danger, but also cues that predict safety. These
responses could be driven by prefrontal neurons and regions that

were shown to be involved in emotion mod-
ulation and control (Ochsner and Gross,
2005; Quirk and Beer, 2006; Schiller and
Delgado, 2010; Christianson et al., 2012;
Klavir et al., 2012; Courtin et al., 2013), but
could also be learned and stored locally
overtime. Therefore, disruption in amygdala
circuitry or prefrontal–amygdala connec-
tivity could well lead to confusion and mal-
adaptive responses, such as in the case of
anxiety-disorders in general. Our findings
suggest that even local dysfunction can re-
sult in inappropriate responses and general-
ization of anxiety and fear (van der Kolk,
1997; Dunsmoor et al., 2009; Lissek et al.,
2010; Resnik et al., 2011; Jovanovic et al.,
2012; Kheirbek et al., 2012; Laufer and Paz,
2012; Lissek, 2012; Pitman et al., 2012). Fu-
ture studies will need to unveil the network
architecture that can lead to normal versus
abnormal responses.
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